get started

WRAP (450-1025+): $8.79
Meat or Veggie
Toppings and Sauce
Served with Two Sides

SALAD (165-815+): $8.79
Meat or Veggie
Toppings and Sauce

BOWL (160-790+): $8.79
Basmati Rice or Bulgar
Meat or Veggie
Toppings and Sauce

our favorites

Mezze Platter (597-898+): $8.99
Hummus | Eggplant Dip | Falafel | Greek Salad

Yahala Platter (599-1025+): $9.99
2 Meats | Falafel | Two Sides

Ask about our Chef Specials

extras

Hummus (395+): $4.29
Eggplant Dip (376+): $4.69
Falafel (239+): $4.29